Interaction of lead atom with atmospheric hydroxyl radical. An ab initio and density functional theory study of the resulting complexes PbOH and HPbO.
The two potential hypersurfaces 2A' (ground state) and 2A" (excited state) have been studied through ab initio and density functional theory (DFT) methods for the Pb(OH) complex. Two processes have been identified. The first one concerns the hydrogen inversion process in the coordination of PbOH and the second one the isomerization of PbOH into HPbO. Eight stationary points have been found; four of them correspond to the stable structures with symmetries PbOH(2A'), PbOH(2A"), HPbO(2A'), and HPbO(2Pi), and four correspond to transition states [TS] with the symmetries 2Pi, 2A', 2Sigma+, and 2A". The hydrogen inversion process in PbOH exhibits the so-called Renner-Teller effect with a rather low barrier, whereas the isomerization process PbOH-->HPbO exhibits a rather high barrier. The energetic, structural, spectroscopy, and thermodynamics results obtained at various levels through, e.g., DFT with BLYP, B3LYP exchange-correlation functionals, coupled clusters methods, namely CCSD (single and double excitations) and CCSD(T) (with triple excitations, by perturbation) are presented for the whole sets of the stationary points and their dissociation products. The relativistic effects, as well as spin-orbit interaction, taken into account in the case of the BLYP exchange-correlation functional, have been estimated and discussed in order to measure their importance in the case of system including heavy metals such as Pb. Reactions of lead (Pb) with oxidizing atmospheric molecules (OH, HO2, O2, and O3) have been studied at various levels of approximation in order to study the possible existence of PbOH in the atmosphere.